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Insufficient knowledge of the atmosphere layer momentum, heat and moisture transfer between
the wavy water surface and marine atmospheric boundary layer under hurricane conditions lead
to the uncertainties while using weather forecasting models and models of climate. In particular,
there is a significant lack of data for heat and moisture exchange coefficients. In this regard, it is
necessary to analyze and process the vertical profiles of wind speed and thermodynamic
quantities. The present study is concerned with the analysis and processing of measurements
from the NOAA falling GPS-sondes for hurricanes of categories 4 and 5 of 2003-2017, which
represent an array of data on wind speed, temperature, altitude, coordinates, etc.
The proposed approach for describing a turbulent boundary layer formed in hurricane conditions
is based on the use of the self-similarity properties of the velocity and enthalpy profiles in the
atmospheric boundary layer, which includes a layer of constant flows, transferring into its “wake”
part with height. Based on the proposed approach, the aerodynamic drag coefficients Cd and the
enthalpy exchange coefficient Ck for a selected group of hurricanes were restored. As the value of
Ck/Cd represents a determining factor in the formation of a hurricane, the dependence of this
ratio on the wind speed was constructed.
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